
Rt. 6, Frederick, i1d. 21701 
12/9/73 

Dear Mr. shepherd, 

At about the time I receitred your gentle letter of lioveebur 14 I also got all but this 
last ;elution of my work. I do not know wh,ther you received this, "This Is Your FDI..." If 
you have say reeeon fee. wanting to retain it, I have no objection. However, if you did not 
gut it or if you returned it and I have not received it I would like to know. iii expere 
ienoee with the mail impel me to insure what it will cost me money to replace and did 
insure each of the suctions I sent you. 

If it is ne comfort to ne, I do find the attitude of all segment:3 of the bock 
industry interesting and consistent with my own experience in cimettridoedt 
dealing with what is unwelcome. Dick's first reactinu when I broached a bock in Eay 
was that Bantam would cream the market with a "special." They contracted one with a 
fine reporter, Clark Mollenhoff, only to abandon its advance and the book. Clark has, 
too, apparently. Then S & S put up some nice numbers for the Post reporters and in time, 
now delayed, will set a rehash of what they and others have written, all without 
context. A Washington Pnet editor has completed a book for which 1.1E! had a contract, one 
that does have a context and addresses one aspect only, and he is not satisfied with 
what he has done. In time there will be the Ervin coemittee's report. I have expected 
and still expect that come major publisher will do with it what several did with 
the Warren deport. It would not surprise lee if Bentam has made the arrangements already. 
And then we will have the official truth. 

I suppose one of the reaoone our society is as sick as it is is because those who 
have the obligation to inform the people simply will not on these most essential 
events when they are current, when informing eight enable society to function. 

Your letter of the 14th and your not reepondine Alen I asked about maeazinen led 
me to make other efforts, with magazines and elsewhere. ?51-  negative experiences are 
quite consistent with the import of what you wrote me. However, I do have this hot 
stuff and I will uteri/return ae best I can to getting it on paper. During this none 
writing period I have done a little: investigating, based on earlier work. Had there 
been any interest, had there not, in fact, been a rotten exie:diency, it could have had 
an impact on the Ford ereduation—confirmation. For your information saajz, he does have 
connections of the pout with dome of the Watergutors. What I have not been able to complete 
checking out on this is potentially super—sensational. 

I knew the ACLU was working on another rehash. it has come out and has had no impact. 
There was another, similar rehash, by Hader's people, financed by Stewart Lett. The re-
telling of the well—told can have no impact because it tells the people nothing they do 
not already know. In my view, subitantial work of social usefultess has to go_bohind the 
tube and lea to put it all together, with context above all. The book of the 
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men will not satisfy the market potentie4 especially among the young. It is, free ey hasty 
skimming, bused on using the index, not entirely dependable. There experienced reporters 
were conned and deceived themselves on the key things. 

If may ap„waisal of the situation is close to accurate, events may overtake us. How-
ever, whether or not they do, I feel that soeeohe nuat try to do what I have undertaken. 
As I think I told you, I have free the first been aware that it may only be a document for 
the future. The amount of work and the difficulty of it will discourage the few with the 
capability of attempting; it. So will the comer:AA aspects. Because I believe it must be 
done, I will return to it. 
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on the chance the situation will cnanoe, I tell, you woat wiii ioilow WIYAL you nave 
read in ny Watergate library. I an working on the chapter, really a part and actually 
a separate should—be book, on Dimon and authoritarianism. I shall follow that with one on 
his psychologicol state, for which I haver all the material nocoocany in hand. (This 
Should also tell you that it did not take the slapping flap for me to see this.) And 
then what I have called the hot stuff. That will all bo new. But I do not see hoe it can 
be a separate book if only because no reader or oOitor will be willing to credit it without 
what I have done and will be doing first. 

Separate frog literary morit or leek of it, you have by no.: had a chance to evaluate 
my foresight and py judgement. Why, for example, that chapter Republicans are Canaals: 
Richard Dixon? Do you not now see him doing exactly this? But none of it nhowed when I 
wrote that, which was long after I understood it. And  the notoo about which you had doubt, 
on both Hughes and CIA? The committoo has been forced to undertake to correct itself, if 
this mild description of its failing is adequate; and 2nly some of the CIA (wines in this 
matter are now boino reviewed. In occrot, let ne add. his io ntill another comoittee 
failing, ono about which you had doubts uhan you read that I still have not but wonted to 
get down on paper. Whore I wan specific, false swearing, the Ervin committee has been 
questioning Holm: about in secret. They brought him back from Iran for this. And the 
Military Affairs Committee, while pretending to be investigating, is trying hard to 
cover the CIA up. omong the saga I know is from having had a long chat with one of the 
secret witnesses and frau his lawyer, who is well known to me. I know what went on behind 
those closed doors and it was not an effort to produce the truth. j- have no reason to 
believe that if I do not do this it will be done. Not for yooro, anyway. 

To date, with all that has happened and all that has come out, I feel that 1 have 
been completely right in what I have written, which in saying more than that I have m, 
rewriting to do to correct error in fact. ihin io the ono thing from which I do take 
some comfort. I have boon right in what I anticioatod also. One example io today's news, 
what I have not yet aeon because the mornino paper in not yet here. Nixon and money and 
property. (You should recall my handling of bin and money when nobody was talking about it.) 
Responsibility led me to lay aeiilo py effort to use the lair to loara rare. than I already 
knew about him and hie property dealings. But I have my correspondence on this lone 
bolero the story broke. 'J ohn Vern answered for the White Douse. No of the major media 

touch this before it broke by an error in a small paper, end I did try to give it 
away, one of the factors that impelled no to undertake this hook of poor prospect. I did 
anticipate the essence of what ho oould do with his tapes and tried, in writing, without 
Buoceso, in interesting the Washington Post in doing what to no obviously should have been 
done by the major media. 

So, I gueat3 all I can say is that I have confidence in the doctrine and content of 
my work, believe that in moo form it moot be done, and will do it, whether or not it 
can ever got into type in aoy form. 

4nd, of course, thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Harold Wcioberg 
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LITOBER, NEW YORK 

40 EAST 49TH STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y. 10017 

November 14, 1973 

Mr. Harold Weisberg 
Route 8 
Frederick, Md. 21701 

Dear Mr. Weisberg: 

I just can't see how I can expect to make any arrangement 
for the publication of your manuscript that would be in 
any way satisfactory. 

You must have seen the Ballantine book called WATERGATE 
that was put together by a team of journalists employed 
by the London Sunday Times, which tends, I fear, to pre-
empt for the time being what may be regarded as the 
merely factual aspects of the case. I understand also 
that the ACLU is rushing out an actual bill of impeachment. 

I do appreciate your letting me see your material. It 
interested me very much, but we both have to cope with 
the practicalities, unpalatable as-they are. 

Sincerely yours, 
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Peter Shepherd 

HAROLD OBER ASSOCIATES 
INCORPORATED 
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DOROTHY OLDING 


